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Historical reports and supporting data for the equity redetermination of Shallow Oil Zone, Elk Hills Field, Naval Petroleum Reserve #1, California. 1924 - 1996

These are records of the Office of Fossil Energy/independent contractor equity redetermination team. Includes operating and engineering records, reservoir engineering files, zone files, land boundaries, maps, well histories, production reports, meeting records, documents resulting from the equity redetermination and finalization activities and correspondence used to support finalization for Elk Hills (NPR-1). The sale of Elk Hills ($3.65B) to Occidental Petroleum was the largest divestiture of Federal property in the history of the U.S. government. These records were created in response to an appeal of the equity determination. 164 cubic feet. Records are located in the Fort Worth Federal Records Center. See attached SF 135.

Records relating to the sale of Elk Hills were appraised as permanent under job number N1-434-01-05. The proposed disposition is identical to N1-434-01-05. These records are subject to discovery under pending litigation.

DISPOSITION: PERMANENT Transfer to NARA in 2020.